Let R be a second countable locally compact Abelian group. Let F c R be a dense sub-group of R with another topology under which it is a second countable locally compact Abelian group and such that the injection map of r into R is continuous. Let FQ c r c R be a closed sub-group in R , hence also closed in F . Then F/Fo <= R/Fo; F/FQ is dense in R/FO and the injection map of F/Fg in R/FQ is continuous. Let B = P , S == ft and let K be the annihilator of FQ in B . Then S is a dense sub-group of B and the injection rnap of S into B is continuous. Further K n S is a dense sub-group of K and the injection map of K n S into K is continuous, where the topology on K n S is the one which it receives as a closed sub-group of S . Thus we have four pairs (F,R), (F/Fo.R/Fo), (K n S,K), (S,B). The first coordinate of each is dense in the second coordinate and the injection map is continuous. Hence the first coordinate acts on the second coordinate through translation.
Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space. Let (V,E) be a system of imprimitivity for K n S based on K and acting in H . We call it (K n S,K) system of imprimitivity. We show that every such system gives rise, in a natural fashion, to an (S,B) system of imprimitivity (V,E) 5 and, every (S,B) system of imprimitivity is equivalent to one which arises in this fashion, ( Then (U,F) is a (r,R) system of imprimitivity. We thus get two (F,R) systems of imprimitivity, (U,F) and (U,F), starting with the same (K n S,K) system of imprimitivity (V,E) . Under a mild assumption which is satisfied in many cases, probably in all the cases, we show (U,F) and (U,F) are equivalent systems of imprimitivity, (section 4). We thus show that the two way arrows shown below between equivalence classes of systems of imprimitivity are valid and that in many cases no matter which way we arrive at the lower left hand corner starting from the upper right hand corner we get the same system of imprimitivity, (up to equivalence).
(KnS,K) ____ __(S,B) (V,E) <-----(V,E) W)^ -CT (r/Fo.R/ro) ^(U,F) (r,R) Diagram 1 This paper is a generalization of our earlier joint paper with Bagchi [I] , where a special case was treated. The main steps in the present paper are same as in the special case, but, to carry out details one has to rely upon the advanced theory of locally compact Abelian groups.
For all unexplained terminology we refer to Varadarajan [3] . By a measure we mean a <7-finite non-negative measure. When we have complex valued measures we are explicit about them. We speak of cocycles relative to a mesure rather than with respect to its measure class. If G is an Abelian group and H a sub-group of G , then by a section of G with respect to H we mean a set C which intersects each coset of H in exactly one point. Every element g e G can be written uniquely in the form g=c-{-h^ceC,he]ri. We denote c and h by <g> and [g] respectively and observe that for any two elements gi , gg e G ,
We shall use these facts in the sequel. If v is a measure on a locally compact Abelian group G , Vg will mean the measure A -> v(A + 8) ' F 011 a locally compact (second countable) Abelian group G , X^ will denote the Haar measure on G , unless stated otherwise.
We use A* to denote the ad joint of A if A is an operator, and the complex conjugate of A if A is a complex number.
Dual systems.
By a pair (F,R) we mean a pair of locally compact second countable Abelian groups F and R together with a one-one continuous homomorphism <p of F into R such that <p(r) is dense in R . Given a pair (F,R) there arises another pair in a natural fashion. Consider the dual groups P and ft , and the map 9 : ft -> P defined by (^<p(y)) -(?(^y), ^r, ye ft.
It can be shown that 9 is a one-one continuous homomorphism of ft into P and that $(ft) is dense in P . The pair (ft,f 1 ) is called the dual pair of (F,R). It is convenient to identify F with <p(r), and thus regard r as a dense subgroup of R . The topology on F need not be the one induced from R ; but it is such that the injection map of F into R is continuous.
Let (U,P) be a (r,R) system of imprimitivity acting in H , a complex separable Hilbert space. Apply Stone's theorem to U to yield a spectral measure Q on t , and to P to yield a representation V of R:
Some elementary computations [1, p. 291] show that
v^Dyv, = Q(D+ ?W)
for each Borel set D c p and for each h e ft . Hence (V,Q) is a (R,f 1 ) system of imprimitivity acting in H . We call (V,Q) the dual system of (U,P). We observe that a subspace of H reduces (U,P) if and only if it reduces (V,Q).
Quotient systems.
Let (F,R) be a pair. Let Fg c F be a closed sub-group of R. Then Fo is closed in F as well. Further (F/I^R/ro) is a pair which we call the quotient pair. In this section we show that:
Every (F/r^R/ro) system of imprimitivity (U,F) gives rise, in a natural fashion, to a (F,R) system of imprimitivity (U,F); moreover every (r,R) system of imprimitivity is equivalent to one which arises in this fashion.
To this end we keep in view the well known representation of a system of imprimitivity in terms of quasi-invariant measures and unitary operator valued cocycles [3, Thm 9]. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 below then immediately establish the desired statement.
Since I^ is a closed sub-group in R we can choose a section of R with respect to Fo which is a Borel set [3, Thm 8.11 ]. Let Q be a Borel section of R with respect to FQ . One can define a group operation in Q by proof. -The first statement is easy to verify and a proof of the second statement runs on natural lines. We prove the third statement. Let B be a (F,R) cocycle relative to ^. For each y e F we can modify B(y,.) on a ^ null set in such a way that the resulting function, which we denote by BI , satisfies, for all Yi , Ya e r ?
The new function Bi may not be F X R Borel measurable but it is such that for any two ^, T] G H and for any Borel set E c R of finite ^ measure, the function
is continuous. Moreover, since F() is closed in R , and acts on R by translation, Bi may be so chosen that its restriction to FO X R is FQ X R Borel measurable, and, indeed a (FO,R) coboundary. We may thus assume that the restriction of Bi to To X R is a strict cocycle. Define the Borel map T on R by ^{x) = Bi([a;],<^» . Let Bg be defined by
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If h, h' e FQ and y e F , we have a.e. 7 ,
Now Bg satisfies all the properties of a (r,R) cocycle except that it may not be a F X R Borel function. On the other hand Bg satisfies the cocycle identity a.e. 7 for each pair YI , Y2 e r , and the map y -> Je W^^W^ {dx) is continuous for any two ^ , 73 e H and for any Borel set E of finite 7 measure. A well known lemma [3, Lemma 8 .5] permits us to modify Bg , for each y e r 9 on a ^ null set in such a way that the new function, which we call B3 , is r X R Borel and for Xp almost every y? ^2^^) =Bs{^^x) a.e. 7 . We then have for each pair h, h' e FQ B^-f + h,x + A') = B3(y^) a.e. Xp X 7 .
One can now show that Xp X ^ almost every where, B3 is equal to an A for a suitable (r/ro.R/Fo) cocycle A with respect to v . Finally we note that a.e. Xp X 7 ,
Hence B is cohomologous to an A for a suitable (P/r^R/Po) cocycle A relative to v .
q.e.d. Suppose (U,F) is a (r/r^R/ro) system of imprimitivity which is homogeneous. Then there is a quasi-invariant measure v and a cocycle A (relative to v) associated with (U,F) which together describe (U,F) (up to equivalence) according to a well known formula [3, Thm 9.7]. The measure 7 and the cocycle A then define a (F,R) system of imprimitivity (tj,F 1 ) according to the same formula. Second part of lemma 2.1 and the third part of lemma 2.2 show that every homogeneous (F,R) system of imprimitivity is equivalent to the system of imprimitivity (U,F) for a suitable (F/F^R/Fo) system of imprimitivity (U,F) . This proves the assertion made at the beginning of the section for homogeneous systems. For a general system of imprimitivity the result follows by decomposing the given system into its homogeneous components. We shall call the equivalence class of the system (U,F) the quotient of the equivalence class of the system (U,F) .
Gamelin systems.
Now let us consider the dual pairs ((R/Fo)"^?/^)") and (R,^) . Put R == S , t = B , (F/Fo)' = K , the annihilator of FO in B . Then (R/Fo)" = K n S , the annihilator of Fo in S. Thus the dual pair of (F/Fo.R/Fo) is (K n S,K) and that of (F,R) is (S,B) . In this section we prove that:
Every (K n S,K) system of imprimitivity (V,E) gives rise, in a natural fashion, to an (S,B) system of imprimitivity (V,E); moreover every (S,B) system of imprimitivity is equivalent to one such. Thus every coset of K contains an element of C. Therefore C is a Borel section of B with respect to K . q.e.d. Throughout the rest of this paper C will stand for a section of S with respect to K n S. The natural one-one correspondence a : c ->-c between C and S/K n S is a Borel map. A measure on S/K n S can be carried over to a measure on C and vice-versa. The Haar measure on S/K n S is carried over to a measure on C which we denote by dc , i.e., dc is the measure on C defined by Xg/^goa-1 . This measure is invariant under the group operation on C defined by ^1+^2 = <^i + ^> . Every element z in B can be uniquely written in the form ^==c+y,ceC,yeK, and the map 73 : c + y -> (c,y) is a Borel isomorphism between B and CxK. Restriction of 73 to S is a Borel (isomorphism between S and C X (K n S) . Proof. -We omit the proof of the first part of the lemma as it is similar to the proof of lemma 4.3 on page 294 of [1] . We prove the second part. Let m be a measure on B , quasi-invariant under S . Assume, without any loss, that m is finite. Let (i on K be defined by pi(A) = m(7)-l (C X A)), A c K. Then pi is quasi-invariant under K nS and a and m have the same null sets.
q.e.d. Let A be a (K n S,K) cocycle relative to (A , a measure on K quasi-invariant under K n S. Define A on S X B where the second^ equality is valid almost everywhere dc X XKDS X Xg X (A X dc, because the map
takes dc X XKOS X Xg X dc sets of positive measure onto Xs X Xg sets of positive measure. This can be seen by breaking the map as follows : The left hand side of the above identity is independent of 8 , hence outside a dc null set the right hand side is independent of 8 , and it is a function only on (K n S) X B . We denote this function by D^ . If we now put z = Ci + y , takes Xg X Xg X dc X [A sets of full measure onto ^ris ^ ^KOS ^ ŝ ets of full measure, and hence that Di is a (K n S,K) cocycle relative to ^ . If we set Di == A , then clearly D is cohomologous to A .
Remark. -For the special case when B is compact and r(= 6) is a dense sub-group of the real line and the cocycles are complex valued these results were proved by Gamelin [2, p. 182 ]. For the special case Gamelin even establishes that the cocycles have a strict version [2, p. 187] . In our context it may be mentioned that, if K n S is countable, then every (S,B) cocycle has a strict version because every (K n S,K) cocycle then has a strict version.
Notation. -Given a (K n S,K) cocycle A we shall call cocycle A the Gamelin cocycle obtained from A . Now let (V,E) be a homogeneous (K n S,K) system of imprimitivity. Then there is a quasi-invariant measure [L on K and a (K n S,K) cocycle A relative to (JL , which together describe (V,E) (up to equivalence) according to a well known formula (ct eqn. 4.3). The measure (JL and the cocycle A then define a homogeneous (S,B) system of imprimitivity (V,E) (cf eqn. 4.4). The second part of lemma 3.2 and the fact that every (S,B) cocycle is cohomologous to the cocycle A for some (K n S,K) cocycle A , shows that every homogeneous (S,B) system of imprimitivity is equivalent to the system (V,E) for a suitable (K n S,K) system (V,E) . This proves the statement made at the begin" ning of the section for a homogeneous system of imprimitivity. For a general system, the result follows by decomposing the given system into its homogeneous components. We shall call (V,E) the Gamelin system of imprimitivity obtained from (V,E).
Gommutativity (under a mild assumption).
Let (V,E) be a homogeneous (K n S,K) system of imprimitivity. Let (V,E) be the Gamelin system_of imprimitivity obtained from (V,E) . Let (U,F) and (U,F) be the duals of (V,E) and (V,E) respectively. Let (U,F) be the (F,R) system of imprimitivity obtained from the r/r^R/ro) system (U,F) according to the procedure of § 2. Thus we have diagram 1 and we obtain two (F,R) systems of imprimitivity (U,F) and (tJ,F) starting from the same (K n S,K) system of imprimitivity (V,E) . Under a mild assumption we now prove that (U,F) and (LJ,F) are equivalent.
Recall that Q and C stand for a Borel section of R with respect to Fo and a Borel section of S with respect to K n S respectively. It is clear that the map g -> g o a~1 is an isometry between L^C^c) and L^S/K o S, Haar measure), where g e L^C^c), and a is the natural map from C to S/K n S . It we consider the measure on Q given by A -> v(oc'(A)), A c Q ^ which we continue to denote by v , then the measure ¥g (K is also given by
J\J ^l^l
We shall use this form of the measure ¥g (K to calculate its Fourier-Stieltjes transform. q.e.d.
^>
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Let (V,E) be a homogeneous (K n S,K) system of imprimitivity. Let H be a Hilbert space of dimension same as the multiplicity of E . Let (JL be a measure on K , quasiinvariant under K n S . Let A be a (K n S,K,^(H)) cocycle relative to (JL such that (A and A together describe a system equivalent to (V,E). There is no loss if we assume that (V,E) acts in L^K.H,^) as follows : For 9 e L^K,!^), where iy is thejunction equal to one on a and zero outside.
The system (V^E) then acts on L^B,!!,^) as follows : If 9 eL^B.H^), then Let (.,.) denote the inner product in L^K,!!,^) which will cause no confusion with the same symbol used to denote characters. Let ^(.,.)) denote the inner product in L^B,!!,^). If 9 e L^B,!^) and c e C , then 9, will denote the function in L^K^H,^) defined by 9,(y) = 9(c+y), y e K . A routine calculation using (3.1)_and (3.2) shows that, for any two elements 9 , ^ in L^ByH,^) , (^S) ((V,9,S)) = /,(V^9^c> ,Sc) rfc.
Assume now that (U,F) is a homogeneous system of imprimitivity of multiplicity n. In case (U,F) is not homogeneous, the arguments below can be carried out for each homogeneous component. Let I denote the set of first n natural numbers if n is finite, and the set of all natural numbers if n == ^o • Since F is homogeneous of multiplicity n there are n functions A,,IGI, in L^K,!^) such that for all s e We now state the assumption under which we prove the equivalence of (U,F) and (U,F) .
Assumption A. -There is a function h in L^C^c) such that for all yeQ,{(.,y)^(.)}" is non-vanishing \oa.e. on FQ .
This assumption is satisfied in many cases but we do not know if it is always satisfied. Next lemma is the only place where it is used. Note that if h is as in assumption A then h satisfies the condition of proposition 4.1. Proof. -Let <p e L2(B,H,^) be such that for all i e I and s e S , ((V^,<p)) = 0 . We show that 9 is the null function. Now, by (4.5), Remark. -We have to say that (4.7) is valid only for compact subsets of R because ^ is not a complex valued measure on Borel subsets of whole of R but only on Borel subsets of a compact set. But now we define the left hand side of (4.7) on the whole of R to be equal to the right hand side.
If we take i = ]', and g = 0 e F we get, The case of general (V,E) follows on decomposing it into its homogeneous components and applying theorem 4.1 to each component.
On assumption « A ».
Assumption A would be redundant if we knew that given a non-zero finite measure v on a second countable locally compact Abelian group B , there exists a Borel function f on B such that (/* d^Y never vanishes. We do not know the truth or falsity of this. For compact B it is true. For non compact group one can find an f such that the set of zeros of [f d^Y has Haar measure zero. We prove this statement here. There is no loss if we assume that B = R/ 1 X L where R/ 1 is the Euclidean n space and L is compact with a countable discrete dual D = {d^dgA. . . } . Then B = R" X D . Assume without loss that v is a finite non-zero measure with compact support. By using disintegration of measure we can get, for each r e R/ 1 Now for each JeD, (y 1^)^^) is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a measure on R" with compact support, hence it is analytic in (. Hence for each d e D the set of t for which (fd^Y{t,d) == 0 has Haar measure zero in R\ Hence the set of zeros of (fd^Y has Haar measure zero in B . It is a pleasure to acknowledge our discussions with B. V. Rao in arriving at this result.
